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Endcap complete 
IGS 

   3 L3 - First Article IDS at BNL 9/23/11 10/14/11(A) 
3 L3- PXL Platform Design Complete 1/2/12 4/25/12(A) 
3 L3 - First Article PST Assembled 2/1/12 6/22/12 
3 L3 - HSSD modification designed 2/1/13 2/1/13 
3 L3 - First Article IDS Engineering review 8/1/13 8/1/13 
    

Software   
  3 Review of CMM software progress 4/5/12 5/17/12 

3 Alignment software Review 9/20/12 9/20/12 
3 PXL CMM database delivered for prototype 11/15/12 11/15/12 
3 PXL  online software ready for engineering run 12/4/12 12/4/12 
3 IST online software for ladder tests 1/13/13 1/13/13 
3 Alignment software ready for engineering run 1/18/13 1/18/13 
3 SSD online software complete 5/14/13 5/14/13 
3 IST online software complete 7/24/13 7/24/13 
3 IST CMM database delivered 8/17/13 8/17/13 
3 PXL CMM database delivered for production sectors 8/22/13 8/22/13 
3 PXL  online software ready for production run 10/1/13 10/1/13 

!
L3 Milestones for PXL 
 
L3  - V6 RDO motherboard - 1st production prototype complete was met by end of April 
well ahead of schedule 
!
L3 - Prototype Kapton/Cu Cable 1st prototype complete  (unchanged from last month) 
 
This task is delayed by 3.5 months in the schedule due to several factors. The first is that 
the incorporation of the ultimate sensors into the prototype detector had led to more 
development (hardware and firmware) time needed for probe testing. The second is that, 
due to availability of collaborators to work in Berkeley, we made a push on the RDO 
firmware and hardware and are now correspondingly ahead in those tasks as reflected in 
the above-mentioned completed RDO milestones. PXL believes that perhaps half of the 
delay in the full task chain that leads to a complete and tested ladder hybrid cable design 
can be made up in the next set of tasks. This will be closely monitored.  
 
L3 - Cart Fabrication 1st unit complete (unchanged from last month) 
 
This item is not on the critical path and is moved such that it can be produced when 
resources are more readily available (sometime after the main push for the IDS 
installation in the summer). Parts fabrication has started this is not a high complexity item 
and carries little risk. In addition, parts for the second cart are being fabricated in parallel 
with the first so there is no impact on over all schedule. 
 
L3 - Prototype Kapton/Al Cable 1st prototype complete (unchanged from last month) 

LEVEL-3 Milestones 
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Activities since mid-Sept (LBL f2f) 

•  PXL Survey + related work (see also Hao’s talk) 
 
•  IST Simulation environment –Geometry modeling 

•  HFT Geometry model – Run13 some update 

•  HFT Alignment studies   

•  HFT Offline 



Survey/Alignment progress (see also Hao’s talk) 

 
•  PXL: 

•  Updated numbering document to include layer definitions 
http://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/system/files/HFT numbering scheme_v5.pdf 
 

•  Initial work in clarifying interface Survey<->Alignment 
http://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/event/2012/10/19/hft-software/alignment-work 

•  SSD/IST coming up next (see Jim’s/Gerrit’s talks) 



•  IST Software 

 
 
•  Some work on the IST fast simulator already done 
•  IST geometry vastly improved (geant modeling)  
•  Details can be found e.g. here: 
http://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/system/files/istGeometryUpdate_20121019.pdf 
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HFT Geometry for Run-13 
 
 

•  Flemming/Amilkar did some more coding work on ‘heavy’ stuff 
•  D-tube and Sector supports 
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HFT Alignment studies   

 

•  Review – done 
•  We now have a fully functioning alignment environment, including 

the PXL, IST and SSD detectors based on older SVT/SSD work 
•  a TPC t0-like bug still persists. Geometries used for MC 

generation and track reconstruction are not consistent  
•  Yuri suggested the direct use of root geometry matrices. 

Eliminate going back/forth to tables step 
•  We plan to use the chain for Run-13 alignment  

•  Need to establish a VMC application for detailed studies/debugging 
•  Need to change the starting point from ideal to surveyed geometry 

•  one of the goals of the engineering run  
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PXL sectors PXL Halve 1/2      ALL    IST        SSD 
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Test Results 

SHIFTED SSD (some) – MEDIUM STATS 
 
 
 
    dX mkm              dY mkm                 dZ mkm             alpha mrad             beta mrad            gamma mrad            Comment 

•  Statistics matter (up to a point) 
•  Averages come from several histo fits 
•  Some mis-behavior detected (most due to stats but not all) 
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Test Results 

FIXED – MED STATS 
 
 
 

    dX mkm        dY mkm         dZ mkm         alpha mrad     beta mrad      gamma mrad     Comment 

•  Averages result from several fits 
•  Some mis-behavior detected (next slides) 
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•  dX/dY are fine...dZ shows TPC t0 effect (!) 
•  This is also responsible for the γ angle effect 

Results - Global 



Position of SSD hits 
from the MC input 

Positions of SSD hits  
used to evaluate residuals 

•  Hits are transformed several times from the global system (STAR) to a local system (“attached” to SSD 
wafer) 
• This implies the use of rotation matrices, which numbers are derived from the geometry tables 
• Although some very slight differences (<10µm), maybe due to float/double approximation), hits positions 
are identical 
• It means that in the residual( = hit position – track projection ) , the track projection should be the reason of 
the split 

12/4/12 13!
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Results – Ladder/local •  FIXED left  -  SHIFTED right 
•  u (rphi) UP  -  v (beam) right 



HFT Offline chain 

 

•  We had an initial pass on tasks/names (especially for the PXLs) 

•  J. Rusnak will work with Xin, Hao on PXL Offline 
•  Leo also has manpower from his end on some overlapping tasks 

–  J. Rusnak started to implement the new scheme for hits/tracks 
definition in the STAR software (split of the common IST/PXL 
structure) 
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More specific request for Calibration/Alignment: 

Inputs: 
•  <dN/deta> ~ 3 in pp500  
•   ~5-10MHz event rate. 1-2 Kevents mbias pileup in PXL, 250-500 in TPC 

(40us drift time). ~10Ktracks pileup in PXL, ~2-3K in TPC roughly  
•  If a TOF multiplicity cut of >10 tracks (dN/deta) is imposed I use the 

factor of 10 (10%) penalty [see backup picture from Flemming’s work*]. If 
>20 factor 250 (0.4%) 

•  I assume (see backup slide from spin presentation) that the penalty for a 
vertex-z cut of +-10cm over the diamond is a factor of 10 (10%) [plot shows 
a v_sigma ~ 30 cm] 

Needs: 
•  50-100Ktracks/sensor -> stat error of alignment ~micron 
•  times 30 (outer-ladders in 4pi) * 10 (sensors/ladder) [x300] gives 

15-30Million track sample total OR >2 Mevents sample (depends on trigger 
mult. value)[>10 or >20] 

Assumptions: 
•  Defocus/displace beam at STAR when PXL gets installed by 2\sigma_xy 

each -> reduce event rate by ~100 factor. This gives ~ 10-20 PXL and 2-5 
TPC pileup events with 20-30 pileup tracks in TPC…not bad. 

  

* http://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/blog/videbaks/2012/nov/29/pp-multiplicity 



Results: 
•  Defocused beam rate: 50-100 KHz [no problem] 
•  After multiplicity cut >10 (>20) ~5-10KHz (~200-400Hz) 
•  + after z-vertex cut   0.5-1.0 KHz (~20-40Hz)  

•  Average tracks/event in PXL (3/10 sectors)(2 eta units) :  5 (10)  

Need: 
 
•  >2 (>2) Million events    or 
•  >4(100)Kseconds or  
•  ~1 hour of >10 mult. cut    OR 30 hours >20 mult. cut 

•  Note: A factor of two in multiplicity (20 instead of 10 tracks in the event) 
gains 1.44 smaller error in event vertex error. 

  
LOOKS O.K. 



Summary 
 
 
–  Big progress on Alignment work and significant progress in other 

areas (especially the critical ones) 
–  Run-13 will give us, hopefully, a lot of data for finalizing the areas 

of calibrations/offline 
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